Solutions

DISCOVER THE BREADTH OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AVAILABLE TO YOU

Cloud CMA

A web-based report generator that uses MLS data to create custom, engaging CMA and Buyer Tour
reports in the office and on-the-go.

Cloud MLX

A streamlined MLS front-end that prioritizes search and communication. It allows you to search for
listings with a smart search bar, create an unlimited number of uniquely-shaped map areas, and
instant message with other agents.

Cloud Streams

A listing alert and client collaboration tool that automatically notifies your clients with agent-branded
emails about listings based on your search criteria.

CRMLS App

Provides on-the-go access to CRMLS Matrix, including search options, saved searches, contacts,
customer property type carts, a portfolio of listings, and the agent roster. Available for iPhone and
Android.

CRMLS Matrix

Matrix is the gateway to many of the products and services offered by CRMLS. It is an industry
leading platform allowing agents to add, review, maintain, search, and map property listings, and
much more.

ePropertyWatch

An online service that generates drip email reports for your clients, loaded with information about their
home and neighborhood. Features local data from CoreLogic, agent-specific branding, and advanced
customization options.

Homesnap

Access real-time MLS data on the go with this robust app and website. Features include Rapid CMA
generation, automated Facebook ad creation, in-platform messaging, and the ability to snap photos of
homes – listed or not – and find out all about them.

InfoSparks Market Statistics

Transform fresh market perspectives into graphs and charts in just seconds with InfoSparks Market
Statistics’ sleek and intuitive interface. Fully integrated with CRMLS Matrix, InfoSparks has over a
million possible data reporting combinations.

ListHub

Push your listings to 85+ national consumer websites, with a potential reach of 900+ extended sites/
networks.

MLS-Touch App

A premier mobile MLS app that helps you search clean, reliable CRMLS data wherever you go. With
MLS-Touch, you can pull up live market statistics on the go, search for comparables, and share
branded, personalized apps with your clients.

New Home Source Professional (NHS Pro)

NHS Pro is the most comprehensive resource for real estate professionals to stay up-to-date on new
homes, communities, and builders designed exclusively for real estate professionals.

ProxioPro™

Proxio provides real estate professionals with global networking and marketing services. Connect
your listings to agents in over 130 countries through global syndication and automatic translation in 19
different languages.

RatePlug

Empower and educate clients with real-time mortgage program and payment information directly from
lending partners.

Realist Tax 2.0

Realist 2.0 is the industry-leading tax product, designed to give agents a competitive advantage
through efficient delivery of property-centric data.

Realtors Property Resource® (RPR)™

RPR provides comprehensive data, powerful analytics and dynamic reports on over 60 million
properties in the United States, exclusively for REALTORS®.

Remine

Put opportunity on a map with Remine, a powerful software platform that combines property records,
data visualization, tracking, and predictive analytics.

ShowingTime

Eliminate repetitive scheduling calls with this MLS-integrated solution to scheduling property
showings. With 24/7 system access and instant appointment confirmations via text, automated call, or
mobile app, ShowingTime is scheduling solved.

Marketplace

Even more tools, just for you. CRMLS Marketplace brings subscribers business products for
individual purchase at wholesale prices. This is your opportunity to customize your MLS experience to
suit your distinct business needs. Take advantage of CRMLS-exclusive discounts on our eight unique
offerings.

CallAction

Increase your lead generation with a virtual assistant software for agents, teams, and brokerages.

Cloud Attract

Attract buyers and sellers with beautiful landing pages that automatically respond with a home
valuation, CMA, or listing alerts.

ListReports

A FREE program that generates multiple styles of marketing materials for listed properties.

Offrs

A smart marketing software that uses an algorithm to form a predictive analysis of which properties
may sell in the next 12 months.

RentSpree

FREE for agents and brokers: Automate the rental application process.

Spacio

A paperless open house and digital platform to help agents capture, convert, and manage leads at
open houses.

Strategic Agent

A full-featured premium website builder and IDX solution designed to give real estate professionals a
powerful online web presence.

Trust Stamp

Identity verification for safe real estate practice.
Visit the Marketplace at CRMLS.org under the “Solutions” tab for more information.

